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1 Introduction
The Gamma Function derived by Leonhard Euler (1729) is the generalization of discrete facto-
rials:
z! = Γ (z + 1) =
∫ ∞
0
tz−1e−tdt, <z > 0 (1)
The numerical evaluation is not easy. Whittaker+Watson [9] and Temme [8] give a good dis-
cussion of the Γ Function and several basic properties.
In contrast to that Lanczos [4] developed approximations with a restricted precision by using
Chebyshev polynomials in the range [-1..+1] (instead of shifted polynomials which will be used
exclusively in this paper). Chebychev polynomials were introduced into numerical analysis es-
pecially by Lanczos [5]in the US since 1935 and by Clenshaw [2] in GB since 1960.–
The next formula is due to James Stirling (1730)










2n (2n− 1) z2n−1 (2)




































They decrease at the beginning only slowly and then grow with (2n)!. The complete terms in
the infinite sum eq. (2) depend on n and z and grow nevertheless, especially if z is small:
1
12 · z , −
1
360 · z3 ,
1
1260 · z5 , −
1
1680 · z7 ,
1
1188 · z9 , −
691
360360 · z11 ,
1
156 · z13 , −
3617
122400 · z15 ,
43867
244188 · z17 ,−
174611
125400 · z19 ,
77683
5796 · z21 , −
236364091
1506960 · z23 ,
657931
300 · z25 , −
3392780147
93960 · z27 ,
1723168255201
2492028 · z29 , −
7709321041217
505920 · z31 ,
151628697551
396 · z33 , −
26315271553053477373
2418179400 · z35 , ...
(4)
The summation has to stop before the terms begin to grow unrestricted. There is an
optimal position depending on z where summation has to end. This problem is discussed in
some detail in[3]2 .
A further disadvantage is the low convergence of the admitted terms. In fig. 1 the problem
is described in some detail depending on z: fig. 1a shows the maximal number of convergent
terms, fig. 1b shows the maximal achievable accuracy in decimal digits.
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(a) summation limit (b) correct decimal digits
Figure 1: restricted summation and limited precision
2 Chebyshev Interpolations of the Γ Function
The Chebyshev polynomials were derived by the Russian Mathematician P. L. Chebyshev (1821-
1894) [6]. Among all normalized power polynomials of same degree they have the smallest
deviation from zero in a predefined intervall. Most of their beautiful properties are described
by Snyder [7] and Clenshaw [2] showing many applications to transcendental functions and
differential equations.
The approximation of the Γ Function is represented by








) , 1 ≤ z ≤ ∞ (5)
Figure 2 contains 53 Chebyshev coefficients of the Γ-function for an accuracy of 30 decimal
digits in the whole range 1 ≤ z ≤ ∞. Using two coefficients the corresponding powerseries is:
Γ (z) =
√
2pi · zz− 12 · e−z ∗ [0.999935 + 0.0845506
z
] (6)




2pi · zz− 12 · e−z





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2: Chebyshev coefficients Γ-function 30 digits
2.1 The Γ−1 Function
Figure 4 contains 53 Chebyshev coefficients of the Γ−1-function for an accuracy of 30 decimal
digits in the whole range 1 ≤ z ≤ ∞.
1
(z − 1)! ' Γ












) , 1 ≤ z ≤ ∞ (8)
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(a) relative error using only 2 coefficients (b) relative error using 11 coefficients
Figure 3: overall convergence
With four coefficients the powerseries expansion is:











The maximal relativ error (Figure 5) is less than 7 ∗ 10−6.
In contrast to that in the famous Handbook of Mathematical Functions [1] 3 the series expansion
for Γ−1 is completely wrong.
2.2 The LnΓ Function
The approximation is represented by














) , 1 ≤ z ≤ ∞ (10)
Figure 6 contains the Chebyshev coefficients with a precision of 30 decimal digits for the whole
range of 1 ≤ z ≤ ∞. Using only the first two coefficients and building the power series form






ln (z)− z + 0.91932 + 0.081160
z
(11)
the maximum absolute error (Figure 7a) is less than 5 ∗ 10−4. Using five coefficients






ln z − z






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4: Chebyshev coefficients Γ−1-function 30 digits
6
Figure 5: Γ−1-function error analysis
3 The Chebyshev Interpolation of the Psi (Digamma) Function
This function is the first derivative of the LnΓ Function:
ψ(0)(z) = ψ(z) = ln′ Γ (z) = Γ
′(z)











) , 1 ≤ z ≤ ∞ (13)
After differentiating the sum using eq. (23) and eq. (24) , − 12z = −14 ∗ (T ∗0 (1z ) + T ∗1 (1z )) has to
be added. The final result is
ψ(0)(z) = ψ(z) = Γ
′(z)









) , 1 ≤ z ≤ ∞ (14)
3.1 Summation of the Harmonic Series
−ψ(0)(1) = γ = 0.57721 56649 01532 86061 is Euler’s constant.
ψ(0)(n+ 1) − ψ(0)(1) = Hn = 1 + 12 + 13 + ...+ 1n , n ∈ N
defines and computes the n-th harmonic number Hn.
4 Interpolating further Polygamma Functions
Differentiating the result of eq. (14) as before one gets























) , 1 ≤ z ≤ ∞ (16)
The higher Polygamma Functions can be approximated applying the two step differentiation re-
peatedly without additional correction. Each next generated function looses about two decimal
digits in precision.
4.1 Summation of the higher Harmonic Series







(z + k)m+1 =
1
zm+1
+ 1(z + 1)m+1 +
1
(z + 2)m+1 + ... (17)
and especially for z=n integer
(−1)m+1
m! [ψ




3m+1 + ... +
1
(n− 1)m+1 (18)
and further specialized with m=1




32 + ... +
1
(n− 1)2 (19)
5 Relations of the Shifted Chebychev Polynomials
The Shifted Chebyshev polynomials are defined by
T ∗r (θ) = cos(rθ) − 1 ≤ cos θ ≤ +1 −1 ≤ T ∗r ≤ +1
2z − 1 = cos θ 0 ≤ z ≤ +1
They are power polynomials in z. Their highest coefficient 2r−1 is used for normalization.
Chebyshev proved [6] that among all normalized power polynomials of same degree (or less)
they have the smallest deviation from zero in the range 0 ≤ z ≤ +1. That makes them unique
for optimal interpolation in the declared region. The ranges may be adapted by linear or even
nonlinear transformations.
The polynomials for the intervall 0 ≤ z ≤ +1 are called the shifted polynomials. They are
used here exclusively. Explicit expressions for the first few shifted Chebyshev polynomials are:
T ∗0 (z) = 1, T ∗1 (z) = 2z − 1, T ∗2 (z) = 8z2 − 8z + 1, T ∗3 (z) = 32z3 − 48z2 + 18z − 1, ...
Inversion gives:
1 = T ∗0 (z), 2z = T ∗0 (z) + T ∗1 (z), 8z2 = 3T ∗0 (z) + 4T ∗1 (z) + T ∗2 (z),
32z3 = 10T ∗0 (z) + 15T ∗1 (z) + 6T ∗2 (z) + T ∗3 (z),...










0 + a∗1T ∗1(z) + a∗2T ∗2(z) + a∗3T ∗3(z) + ... (20)
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5.1.1 Numerical determination of the a∗r-coefficients









′′ means: terms with j=0 and j=m must be halfed and m should be chosen sufficiently large
for a good approximation.
5.1.2 Summation
1. substituting the T ∗-polynomials by their powerseries representations and thereafter ap-
plying the Horner Scheme or
2. it is better to use the coefficients directly: starting with a sufficiently large index n and
applying recursion:
b∗r = (2 ∗ z − 1) ∗ b∗r+1 − b∗r+2 + a∗r , b∗n+1 = b∗n+2 = 0 , r = n, n− 1, ..., 0 (22)
f(z) = 12(b∗0 − b∗2)
5.1.3 Differentiation
1. In order to get f ′(z) = n−1
0
∑′






r+1 + 4 r a∗r , a∗
′
n = 0, a∗
′
n+1 = 0 (23)
and applies the recursion till r=1.




a∗rT ∗r(x)with x = 1z results in
f

































applying the multiplication rule of the next subsection.
5.1.4 Multiplication of two Chebyshev approximations
The relation




m+n(z) + T ∗|m−n|(z)] (25)
9
is used for multiplying two polynomials eq. (20). The resulting polynomial has m+n+1 coef-
ficients and may be further reduced in length with a minor loss in accuracy.
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Figure 6: Chebyshev coefficients lnΓ-function 30 digits
11
(a) absolute error using only 2 coefficients (b) absolute error using 5 coefficients
Figure 7: overall convergence
Chebyshev coefficients   (  )function 20 digits
r   (  )  ∗ r   (  )  ∗
0 + 0.44099 88884 92856 94691 15 + 0.00000 00000 00227 98195
1 + 0.21108 63054 00967 91864 16 - 120 04956
2 - 0.00912 29231 52255 54182 17 + 32 34530
3 + 0.00031 04394 40358 50795 18 - 4 60526
4 + 0.00001 52324 36589 43642 19 - 54435
5 - 46008 36953 34872 20 + 62634
6 + 4298 51491 37346 21 - 24377
7 + 206 19925 15161 22 + 5992
8 - 156 70624 26952 23 - 650
9 + 30 03990 64500 24 - 258
10 - 1 94358 59626 25 + 199
11 - 72747 46204 26 - 78
12 + 31603 48530 27 + 20
13 - 6567 37755 28 - 3
14 + 483 18059 29 - 1
Figure 8: The ψ(0)-approximation 20 digits
12
Chebyshev coefficients   (  )-function 20 digits
r   (  ) ∗ r   (  ) ∗
0 - 0.65708 14986 14027 69733 16 - 0.00000 00000 00272 96521
1 - 0.43109 98074 89671 50892 17 + 78 98169
2 - 0.09873 66335 87060 00171 18 + 53 57073
3 + 0.00356 42792 12194 74453 19 - 17 10043
4 - 0.00025 87473 59549 76014 20 + 3 26492
5 + 31711 69149 43256 21 - 3479
6 + 31208 83744 00715 22 + 27855
7 - 6189 17377 99128 23 + 14009
8 + 468 49699 44897 24 - 4337
9 + 87 01863 21026 25 + 820
10 - 40 20193 46760 26 - 21
11 + 7 75739 90580 27 - 100
12 - 47235 75596 28 + 52
13 - 25200 70786 29 - 18
14 + 11506 14546 30 + 4
15 - 2679 83664
Figure 9: The ψ(1)-function 20 digits
13
